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British Racing Motors (BRM) was a British Formula One motor racing team. Founded in 1945 and based in
the market town of Bourne in Lincolnshire, it participated from 1951 to 1977, competing in 197 grands prix
and winning seventeen. BRM won the constructors' title in 1962 when its driver Graham Hill became world
champion. In 1963, 1964, 1965 and 1971, BRM came second in the constructors ...
British Racing Motors - Wikipedia
British American Racing was a Formula One constructor that competed in the sport from 1999 to 2005. BAR
began by acquiring Tyrrell, and used Supertec engines for their first year. Subsequently, they formed a
partnership with Honda which lasted for the next six years.. The team was named after British American
Tobacco plc (BAT), which owned and sponsored it in order to display its Lucky Strike ...
British American Racing - Wikipedia
British Stock-Car Racing from 1950's to 1970's. My JUNK SHOP principles: First, I don't gather photos from
the Internet; everything on this site has been sent to me personally by a stock car or drag racing fan, making
it a kind of community collection. Naturally, they may have donated their photos elsewhere as well.
Stock-Car Racing in Britain, 1950's-1970's
2019 FIM rules posted. 16th January: Thanks to Job Heezen of the FIM Europe Drag Racing Commission for
letting us know that the rules for the 2019 FIM Europe Drag ...
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